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Commission TBR investigation concerning the
granting of compulsory licences by Taiwan

I.

Introduction

Since patents are one of the backbones of the engineering industries and essential to the
continued competitiveness of our companies marketing their innovative products on global
markets, we are sensitive to all practices by third countries which could violate IPR and believe
that all infringements of the WTO TRIPS agreement should be properly redressed.

II. Compulsory patent licences must not be introduced within the manufacturing
industries
Orgalime is concerned about Taiwan’s decision to grant permission to a local manufacturer to use
a patent for recordable compact discs without having negotiated a licensing agreement with the
European patent holder.
Orgalime is especially concerned that this case of abuse of the TRIPS agreement could create a
precedent for other WTO members and could open the door to other foreign governments to
granting royalty free patent licences in the manufacturing industries.
We therefore fully support the European Commission’s decision to launch an investigation of WTO
consistency and urge the Commission to thoroughly study the case, its circumstances and
whether it can be proven that Taiwan has violated its commitments under the WTO TRIPS
agreement.
We hope that the Commission will manage, preferably through negotiations, to motivate the
Taiwanese government to voluntarily withdraw the compulsory licences. As a last resort, the
Commission should start government-to-government litigation against Taiwan at WTO level.
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